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High Performance  
No Rinse Stripper

Vanquish™ Ex is a highly concentrated speed stripper 
designed to liquefy and remove multiple coats of burnished 
floor finish with a minimum amount of time and labor. 
Formulated using the latest advances in professional strip-
per technology, Vanquish™ EX aggressively penetrates 
the film and chemically unlocks cross-link mechanisms of 
acrylic and urethane fortified floor finishes for fast,
effective and easy removal.

LOW ODOR
Great for areas where traditional stripper odor is a problem.

LOW FOAMING
Low foaming formula makes it ideal for use in automatic 
scrubbers, as well as mop and bucket.

COST EFFECTIVE
Recommended dilution ratios allow for less product
needed to strip floors.

LABOR SAVING
Highly concentrated formula powers through layers
of finish, reducing labor required to strip floors.

VANQUISHTMEX



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
pH (concentrate)  ..................................... 13.0  0.5
Appearance .............................Clear Yellow Liquid
Fragrance ........................................................ Lemon
Freezing Point ......................................  About 320F
Solubility in Water ...................................Complete
Flash Point ......................................None to Boiling

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
9811 ............................................................4/1 Gallon
9815 ....................................................1/5 Gallon Pail
98155 .......................................... 1/55 Gallon Drum
                                                              (Special Order)
981275 ..................................... 1/275 Gallon Drum
                                                             (Special Order)

Before stripping always dust mop the floor and 
remove gum, labels and other attached soil  
deposits with a long handled scraper or utility knife. 

FLOOR STRIPPING
1. DILUTE at 10 oz. per gallon (1:13 ratio) for light  
    to medium build-up. 16 oz. per gallon (1:8 ratio)  
    for heavy build-up.
2. APPLY the diluted solution of Vanquish™Ex onto  
    the floor with a mop.
3. WAIT: Let stand for 4-5 minutes, then agitate  
    with the same mop. For best results use a rotary  
    machine and black pad. Do not let solution dry.
4. REMOVE the solution from the floor using a
    mop or wet/dry vacuum. For best results rinse
    the floor with clean water and a clean mop.
5. REPEAT steps two to four if any finish remains
    on floor.

MACHINE SCRUB OR AUTO SCRUB
For light duty, dilute VANQUISH™EX 1:13 (10
oz. per gallon) with cool water. Apply solution
liberally to floor with wet mop or auto-scrubber.
Allow solution to soak for 4-5 minutes then scrub
with a stripping pad on the machine. Pick up
solution with auto scrubber, wet vacuum or floor
squeegee and wet mop.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

INGREDIENT CAS#

DEIONIZED WATER 7732-18-5

BUTOXYETHANOL 111-76-2  

2-AMINOETHANOL 141-43-5  

NONOXYNOL-9 127087-87-0 

POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 1310-58-3 

BENZYL ALCOHOL 100-51-6  

SODIUM XYLENE SULFONATE 1300-72-7  

CITRUS LEMON FRAGRANCE #37654 Proprietary 

PARTIALLY FLUORONATED ALCOHOL 65545-80-4  

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 67-63-0  

POLYETHOXYLATED METHYLOCTADECYLAMMONIUM 
METHYL SULFATE

38096-68-3 
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